
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
August 22, 2017 
 
 
Re: O‘ahu Transportation Worker’s Identification Credentials (TWIC) Enrollment Office 
Closing 
 
Dear Valued Customer: 
 
Young Brothers has recently been notified by the Honolulu Sector of the United States Coast 
Guard (“USCG”) that the O‘ahu Transportation Worker’s Identification Credentials (“TWIC”) 
Enrollment Office will be closing on Tuesday, October 31, 2017 and will no longer process TWIC 
enrollments or renewals.  The USCG has made it known to the Transportation Security 
Administration (“TSA”) the impact of the closure of the O‘ahu office will have on businesses 
needing TWIC credentials to enter harbor facilities.    
 
Customers and driver/employees of your organization who are considered to be frequent visitors 
to Young Brothers facilities and whose TWIC cards are set to expire at the end of the year are 
highly encouraged to renew their cards by September, to avoid an influx of applicants prior to 
the closure of the current TWIC office.   
 
A frequent visitor is defined in our Facility Security Plan as any visitor to a YB facility who 
regularly visits the port more than once per week.  Companies that frequent a Young Brothers 
facility without TWIC or whose credential expires after the enrollment center has closed, 
will be denied access to Young Brothers.   
 
The present practice of coning vehicles is intended as an exception to grant access to infrequent 
and rare visitors with shipping needs and will NOT be used as an exception for those 
customers/drivers whose TWICs have expired after the enrollment center closes.  It is important 
to understand that Young Brothers facilities are all secured areas governed by federal 
regulations, and the TWIC serves as a step in ensuring port security.  
 
For more information on TWIC and to register your drivers/employees, please 
visit http://www.tsa.gov/stakeholders/transportation-worker-identification-credential-twicR or 
direct any inquires to Young Brothers Director of Security Joy Aipoalani at (808) 543-9328. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
/s/ Dean A. Kapoi 
Dean A. Kapoi 
Vice President Terminal Operations  

http://www.tsa.gov/stakeholders/transportation-worker-identification-credential-twicR

